We already know that the future of any society depends on education, which makes educational centres a key element in the development of any person, and an essential link in promoting solidarity with the most disadvantaged. We are looking for educational centers of any educational level, public or private, that feel identified with our cause and our commitment to offer us as a platform so that you can carry out your programs or solidarity activities with the purpose of collecting funds for development projects in international cooperation, with the intention of making you participate in that impact that contributes to positive and sustainable changes for the benefit of the most impoverished communities in Africa and to promote among your students values such as respect, justice, tolerance, solidarity, volunteerism, diversity and interculturality.

Within the educational scope of the centre, among other activities, the following can be organised for fundraising purposes:

- Solidarity days with different specific events; sports, cultural...
- Photographic exhibition
- Solidarity markets
- Writing works about Africa
- Plays
- Lottery and raffles
- Talks and debates
- Solidarity Afterworks among teachers

*We can provide the centre with graphic and audiovisual material about our organisation and projects.
**According to availability and dates, if the circumstances are right, we could move to give an informative talk.

Shall we organize something together?

www.karibia.org